
Warm-up thoughts for Vocal Boot Camp. September 4, 2021

Three main areas specific to a singing lesson context, either one-on-one or small group lessons.

1 To get the attention and concentration of the student into the space, away from double 
maths etc. To assess wellbeing and mood - to assess whether the student is ready to learn, and 
what one might be able to expect from the lesson. Their mental wellbeing may affect one’s choice 
of opening exercises.

2 Preparation of the instrument to sing music, including physical work.

3 Development of technical knowledge - what we call a vocal tool box/vocal development/
skills drills.

So, in order

1 The first few minutes of the lesson is both for the student to find focus, but also for the 
teacher to assess and acknowledge the path that needs to be taken in the lesson.

- To notice the wellbeing of the student
- To help them to leave the previous space and enter the learning space.
- An opportunity for the teacher to assess readiness to learn and also to notice the speaking 

voice of the student. 
- This could take the form of an alignment reset (see below for more detail), or it can be a more 

active set of exercises, or even some Brain Gym exercises. Movements can be done while chat is 
going on so the student eases into the lesson.
- Brain Gym is a subject for another day but a useful tool to have in one’s armoury, both for the 

student and for the teacher.

2 Preparation of the voice to sing music. We tend to have a broad plan which looks like this:

- Alignment
- Breath
- Sound (resonance) including vowels
- Text - this is linking everything technical to the music
- Range
- In that order! - Range being the last

Each teacher has a set of exercises up their sleeve and may start with something similar for each 
student. From that starting point, one hears the needs of each student, and can veer off in different 
directions during the warm up time. Over time, one can then tailor-make a set of exercises for 
each student.

3 Putting things in the tech tool box, growing the instrument. Skills drills. Our long term goal 
is to enable to student to warm themselves up effectively for exams or concerts, where their 
teacher may not be there to help.

Pet peeves - things we try to avoid

1 Scales whizzing up and down - higher and higher without thought to the health or balance 
of the sound; thoughtlessness can ingrain poor practice, banging the high note because that note 
comes on a strong beat.



Therefore, the exercises might incorporate a high note, but that note not being the goal: 6s for 
example, or 58531 - more below.

2 Trying harder doesn’t necessarily yield results. It can create new tensions. Especially relevant 
to high achievers.  Awareness is the best agent for change. Building awareness (especially building a 
language of sensation over sound) is paramount.

3 There is a danger that warmup becomes so detailed and technical that the music gets 
ignored. Technique is not an end in itself, it has to enable the music to be communicated. So this is 
where using a phrase from a song becomes relevant, without necessarily letting the student know 
to begin with. 

4 One of the dangers of ‘warming up’ is the word up - high notes become the be-all-and-end-
all! Students often mistake a warm up for a range test.

5 Beware letting one idea drop whilst looking in a new direction -  especially alignment. It’s 
very easy to talk about it and then let it drop while other matters are addressed. It’s essential that 
good alignment is seen as vital to the vocal set-up, not just window dressing. Teenagers who are 
growing may need gentle reminders throughout a lesson.

Example exercises

Just to clarify, we are using numbers in the exercises below to signify notes in the major scale 
unless otherwise specified, eg 54321, 58531 etc.
Vowels are written between slashes eg /a/, /o/ and these follow the standard IPA symbols.
Vowels happen on a note each unless specified, eg 13531 /a/o/u/o/a/ has 5 notes and 5 different 
vowels.

First and foremost, aim to ask the student to incorporate the new breath at the end of each 
exercise; this get them ready for the new phrase, even if there isn’t one, and helps with the 
development of good and healthy breathing habits.

1 Posture and alignment (non-vocal exercises!)

-   Jumping up and down 3 times - impossible to be misaligned after a little jumping, and is 
something you can do with the student.
- Consider your sternum: 
• Imagine the sternum is at a shallower angle to the floor
• Imagine there is a longer distance between your mid-point out to the shoulders
• Hand on sternum and thinking about it being further away from the spine
• Lifting the sternum slightly under the bra-strap
• Body to be hanging under the head, rather than up from the feet:
• Helium inside your head pulling towards the ceiling and other playful images
• Imagine the energy is coming up the front of the body and down the back (yoga)

- Ask the student to retrace their physical steps and redo the exercise, so getting them to feel the 
change from poor/slumped alignment to a more erect/noble stance
- Ears over shoulders, over hips, over knees, over insteps
- Body reset - Bruce Pullen’s exercise of standing with bent knees, slumped upper body, arms out 

to the side with palms down (sad scarecrow!). Then stand up and breathe in, rotating the hands 



(with thumbs going up and over the top). When you let the air back out of the body, drop the 
arms to the sides, keeping the sternum in its new position.
- Quick version is just to stand, noticing the hands facing in towards the body, and rotate them so 

that the palms face forwards. This has the effect of opening out the chest slightly.
- Remember that your own alignment needs to stay in place otherwise the student will mirror 

you.

2 Breath

- Remember that each exercise needs to have the next intake of air as a reflex! 

- Fricatives and other long unvoiced consonants are your friends - unvoiced long Fs, Ss, Ths, Shs - 
Steady Freddies. These are simply a long out-breath on a consonant, with a released breath at 
the end of each one. Maybe do 4 of each, noticing how the breath comes back into the body 
each time and the way the out-breath lasts longer. 
- Fast 4/4 time - FFF - rest, ShShSh - rest. This means that each beat has a retaken consonant and 

the ‘rest’ is an abdominal release to replace the air just used. 
- FFft - is another simple exercise to feel the resistance to the air in the abdomen. 
- Long Fs, out for 7 beats, in for 1, out for 11, in for 1, out for 15, in for 1 etc, but it takes some 

time. Remember to let the breath in, not go looking for it. Words like allow, let, permit are 
better than make or try.
- Move to voiced fricatives - V, Z, Th, Zh (ʒ)
- Move from voiced to unvoiced and back on the same air flow - good to monitor the way the 

breath might change. We are aiming for the flow of air to be uninterrupted between the two 
types.
- Using strong, spoken, question words to feel the lower abdomen engaging/activating - why, when, 

what, how, who, you?, me?, yes?, no? Etc
- Ask the student to blow hot air onto the palm of their hand and notice how the body collapses. 

Ask them to blow cold air and they will feel more sustained abdominal activity. Singing is more 
akin to the cold air activity than the hot air.
- Long out-breaths through puffy cheeks - very good at balancing the pressure above and below 

the larynx. This will help some students from over-pressurising the breath flow.
- Rolled Rs but only if they’re really well produced. Lip trills also good at levelling out the air flow. 

If the student tries the lip trill but ends up flapping their whole face, then ask them to put the 
index and middle fingers of each hand on their face, with the middle fingers at the mouth 
corners. This will encourage them to keep the cheeks stiller and let only the lips move. The 
muscles of the cheek need to be active not passive.
- Fricatives and other long consonants need to connect to the vowels, which brings us to sirening 

in the next section.

3 Sound/resonance/vocal balance and therefore vowels

- Sirens on /i/ and /u/ to find a connection for upper voices, without letting the students obsess 
about the beauty or quality of the sound. This is maybe not as useful for lower voices, unless on 
rolled R or lip trills. For young students play with fireworks (metaphorically speaking).
- Basic 54321 scales always a good place to start, mid-low in the voice, always thinking about 

legato, moving up by semitones. You could think about legato as being like rolling a pencil or even 
a log, rolling a carpet, slinky going down stairs. 13531 lifting foot onto new step when going up 
or down; You’ll soon find out which vowels are most comfortable or ‘easier’ for each student 
and starting with those makes sense. 
- Remember that legato needs to have an element of direction and destination, rather than simply 

smoothness. This helps to get away from glissando and legato begin synonymous.



- Timed exercises. Setting up a pulse can help with taking responsibility away from the actual 
notes. So, 5-54-43-32-21, 13531 foot up the step, 132435421
- Some voiced consonants plus vowel, eg Va, Za, etc following on from the last few exercises 
- Then move on to Ng, or N to find an even flow of air and sound
- M-N-Ng-Ah - good for finding a hard palate ring in the sound, and again, helps to prevent over-

trying.
- When the student does a good exercise, they may express that it feels easier, less effort, and 

sometimes people will say that it sounds quieter to them, even when you hear that it is more 
resonant.
- Lower voices with very mobile larynxes need some remedial exercises - 121232321 on a single 

vowel. Then /i/e/i/e/a/e/a/e/i/ on a single note. Then join the two. This allows the note with the 
highest tongue position to be on the lowest note and vice versa. 
- Then use the vowel sequence - /a/o/a/o/u/o/u/o/a/, again on one note and then the 121232321. 

Again we have the deepest note, /u/, on the highest note (see the Caruso exercise later on)
- The extension of this is to stretch the notes to 131353531, or even 151585851, but slowly!
- Scales of 6 rather than 5 encourage the high notes not to be the point of the exercise. Think 

about the destination of the exercise being at the end, not the top. Then move onto 9s, using the 
top of the 6 as the new top of the 9. (Cf range later on)
- Then change vowels between notes, /a/ to /e/ or /o/ to make sure the tongue doesn’t get stuck 

in one position
- Change the vowel /e/a/ or /o/a/ - 2 notes per vowel to get the higher tongue vowel on the top. 

This helps to prevent spreading at the top. Once /e/a/ is secure, then flip the vowels to /a/e/ and 
see whether the student can keep the /a/ from spreading.
- 58531 is a good exercise to make the last note the important one, not the top note.
- Staccato - why is this good? Quiet bounces with a long note at the end 543211111 on /u/, or 

1355531. Wind instrument players tend to over-pressurise. Can they pant? If so, then this is a 
good way to feel the openness of the throat. If not, then ask them to pant through a small /u/ 
vowel, which encourages the cone-shaped mouth image (big at the back, small at the front). 
Good staring point to practise coloratura
- Coloratura. 5-543-321, then 1-123-345-543-321, where ‘-‘ means a break/release followed an 

open-throated restart. Then expand this to longer patterns, eg 1-12123-34345-54543-32321, or 
1-12312-23423-34532-23421 etc. Then join the small units together to make one flowing phrase. 

Remember, the student will try to copy the sound of the exercise which went well - instead, they  
need to be encouraged to go through the process which produced the good sound.

4 Text

- For younger children, with whom one may want to keep technical language to a minimum - one 
might use short songs or rounds and give small tasks on repetitions - songs like Ah poor bird 
which can be taught by ear and then repeated over many lessons.
- To use lines of songs as a technical exercise - eg Early one morning (how could you use a poor 

maiden so) with lovely arpeggios and then scale with deep /u/ vowels. It also has the sentiment 
behind it. (See below)
- Text for technical progression
- Some examples. -  ‘Summertime’  - not the well-known song but on notes 54321 - su-u-u-mer 

time. The sibilant start gets the air flowing, with lovely legato down 3 notes, a hummed m sound 
and the diphthong last note. Plenty to think about.
-  ‘Long ago’ (13531) (extension 1358531, and 1358 10 8531). This is a Peter Wilson exercise to 

develop awareness of passaggio for young male voices. The L/ng/g leads to an awareness of the 
space in the back of the mouth. The changing and darkening vowels, especially the /o/ of go, help 
lead the young voice to avoid reaching up for the highest note thereby helping the stability of 



the larynx. Employ the back of the mouth to seek more head tone and permit the larynx to tilt 
helpfully.
-  ‘Here we go again along the line’ (554433221, with a bouncy, triplety feel) - this might be used 

as an exercise to show that the tongue and jaw must work independently - this line of text 
needs no involvement of the jaw at all. 
- Another such exercise on syllables tra-lala-le-ra asks for the tongue to be free and athletic. It 

also has the advantage of being useful as an exercise for those who cannot roll Rs by asking the 
student to say tda where they see tra.
- Combination of tongue movements from front to back and back to front, eg la-le, le-la, na-ne, 

ne-na (with long consonants and short vowels on, so la-le, will sound more like lullell) do these 
on fast, bouncy, triplety, triads.
- Gola, galaa or glug are words which exercise the back of the tongue/soft palate area to find 

freedom.
-  ‘All on the shelf ’ (8531) - this helps female voices to move smoothly through into the low range 

and mix the voice. The initial tall vowel helps to find more room.
-  Well there you are (1411) - a line that can be sung with any number of emotional ideas - 

pleasant greeting, frustration, loving,  smarmy baritone in an opera!
-  Where are we now? (Flattened 6545 - minor) - mock sadness/ pantomime 

• Using lines of songs as exercises - here are some examples 
• Music when soft voices die - resonant consonants 
• Salley Gardens - rising legato couplets
• Deh vieni non tardar - broken chords
• Tuba mirum - arpeggio with all the vowels
• Where’er you walk - cool gales shall fan the glade - scale down with lovely /u/
• Total eclipse - no sun, no moon - S and M, on both rising 4ths and 5ths
• Silent Noon - ‘was the song’ 8ve leaps into the song (also using ‘scaffolding’ to get up to the high 

note, then taking away - see below)
• Gr4 - When daisies pied - Cuckoo!
• Gr4 - Silent worship - rising 4ths
• Gr4 - The lark in the clear air - downwards patterns
• Caro mio ben, Sweet chance, Cry me a river - all start on the high note and fall
• And so many more…

5 Range

- See exercises in 3 (above)
- 6s into 9s especially with /e/a/ and /o/a/, 2 notes per vowel
- 16531 - very expressive interval
- Caruso exercises with /a/o/u/o/a/, with 13531, 123454321 (two notes per vowel), up to 9 (4 

notes per vowel)
- Remember to introduce high notes gently, not going too high too soon and always referencing 

the mid-low voice.
- High notes in songs are often looked after by the mid-voice warming up
- Quite often you can get someone to sing high because they don’t know what notes they’re 

singing. This doesn’t necessarily work for perfect pitch people. 
- Notes before the high notes are more important than the high notes themselves. 
- 135/5/531 joining staccato with legato range exercise, also good for onsets. We spoke in the 

session about missing the first 3 notes out, but still remembering what they felt like to help with 
starting on the upper note, maybe even accompanying the ‘imagined’ opening 3 notes.
- Scales of 11ths up, Dom 7th down, 2 notes per vowel (/a/e/) starting with /a/ so that /e/ is at the 

top 



- 1436598531 - making the 8 twice as long as the others. This uses notes one higher than in an 
arpeggio, encouraging the feeling of coming down from above. Then take away the extra notes 
and just sing the arpeggio 1358531
- Use ‘scaffolding’ to get to the higher notes and then take it away, eg 1356531, then 136531, then 

16531 or 135787531, taking away one note at a time on the way to 8.

Vocal troubleshooting

Here are some questions we answered in the session. There are so many others which we didn’t 
get time to address. Maybe next time?

Nasality - surprised inbreaths, breathing in to the top of the mouth, rather than down into lungs, 
exercises like Ng-a, or N-a will help to spring the sound into the hard palate, so reducing the 
likelihood of a nasal sound. Remember the nose pinch (on a vowel, should have no difference to 
the quality of the sound. If there is a difference, then this indicates that the soft palate is not high/
stretched enough). Words like ‘minimum’ exercise the soft palate without feeling any internal 
movement. ‘In nomine domini’ from the Benedictus also a good exercise for the same reason. 

Reluctant students - we talked about people with low energy and not scaring them with your high 
energy! Maybe you could work on increasing energy incrementally. Finding clarity of sound can be 
helpful here - any breath related exercise which causes good practice will help.  Clever students 
often try to solve issues with their brain, so reminders that singing requires a Brain-Body-Sound 
process will help. 
We also discussed the fact that many young singers are not used to hearing themselves on their 
own and not hidden in a choir. Get them to hold their hands, palms backwards, in front of their 
ears to prevent the first hand hearing of their own sound. 

Carys Lane
Giles Underwood
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